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Specimens   to   schools   in   America.   He   was   an   excellent   shikari,   and
had   all   sorts   of   game   to   his   credit.   Many   years   ago   he   had   a   hand-
to-hand   fight   with   a   panther   and   eventually   killed   it   with   a   hunting
knife.   He   was   in   hospital   for   several   months   recovering   from   the
severe   clawing   he   got,   and   he   carried   these   scars   with   him   to   his
grave.   He   was   a   splendid   linguist   and   spoke   many   vernaculars   fluent-

ly.  He   was   known   to   many   villagers   and   peasants   for   miles   around
Poona   and   was   a   familiar   figure   to   them   all   as   some   years   ago   he
camped   extensively   all   over   the   Deccan.   As   a   fisherman  ,   he   was
known   in   and   beyond   India.   He   had   fished   in   Ceylon,   the   Great
Barrier   Reef   ofi:   the   Australian   Coast,   New   Zealand   and   Japan.   He
was   considered   by   many   as   one   of   the   leading   authorities   on   fishing
in   India,   and   many   wrote   or   consulted   him   personall}^   for   advice.

N.   J.   HAMILTON
4f   *

In   his   keen   and   continuing   interest   in   the   glories   of   Nature,   his
cheerful   acceptance   of   age   and   its   troubles,   Dr.   M.   Suter   was   an
example   to   all   of   us.

We   shared   our   love   for   the   mountains  ;   eagerly   as   any   boy,   he
would   ask   questions   about   my   wanderings,   and   in   return   relate   his
own   experiences   in   the   hills   of   Garhwal   and   Kumaon,   the   Sikkim
border,   and   the   Indian   forests.   More   than   once,   as   he   glanced   at
his   famous   collection   of   butterflies,   he   regretted   that   they   had   not
been   left   free   to   flit   from   flower   to   flower.   So   also,   perhaps,   with
his   *   shikar'  ;   the   passing   years   mellowed   into   the   quieter   pursuits
of   painting,   of   cooking,   still   with   the   same   expertise,   the   same   joie
de   vivre   bubbling   forth,   now   and   then   a   gruff   chuckle.

To   have   lived   thus,   to   have   seen,   to   have   observed,   bearing   malice
towards   none  —  man   could   not   desire   a   nobler   memorial.

ASHOKA   MADGAVKAR
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